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Introduction

I want to thank you and congratulate you for

purchasing the book, “TOR: Beginners to Expert Guide

to Accessing the Dark Net, TOR Browsing, and

Remaining Anonymous Online”

This is the age of the Internet and everyone who

wants to be informed needs to be online. The

Internet is a giant web of information and content

is used for a variety of purposes nowadays. However,

there are many things that the Internet cannot

provide. One of these things is privacy. Internet

privacy is a thing of the bygone era. Any device

that is on the network is unsafe, and nothing is

private. A devastating but universal fact!

The FBI, the NSA and third-party sophisticated

hackers can track and monitor what you do. Though

not many of us are concerned with the fact that our

data, our files, our location, etc. are not private,

a significant chunk of society is wary of it. If you

were not protected, it’s not too late, keep on

reading to find out how you can prevent this from

happening.

If you aren’t worried about your privacy, you might

be curious about what exactly the dark web is and

how you can benefit from it. Or maybe you want to

access certain products that are not accessible over

regular Internet or offline. Well, you will find a

complete guide in this book to help you.

If you follow the instructions given in this book



correctly, no one will be able to track you, and you

will be safe and secure. Thus, this book is a

complete and foolproof guide to Dark Web and TOR,

and will help you access the world of the Dark Web

without any problems.

I want to thank you once again for choosing this

book, and I hope you find this book useful and

informational and will help you access everything

you want anonymously. I hope you enjoy it!



Chapter 1: What is TOR?

To understand the intricacies of the Dark Web and

its many uses and problems, it is first necessary to

understand TOR. This chapter will mainly touch upon

the topic and will be an introductory guide to Tor.

Introduction to Tor

In simple words, TOR is the short form of The Onion

Router. It is a free of cost software that enables

the user to communicate anonymously. It can channel

Internet traffic through a worldwide network of

seven thousand plus free relays, which can keep the

location, as well as usage of the user, anonymous.

It can keep you safe and can make it difficult to

trace you or your Internet activity.

So, TOR is a service that allows its users to browse

the Internet, send IMs, chat and socialize but

anonymously. What makes it different than other

forms of the Internet is that it delivers what it

promises. The primary purpose of TOR is to keep the

personal privacy of the users secure and allow them

a free space to conduct their affairs without any

form of monitoring or surveillance. It is thus a

mode of confidential communication.

You must have noticed the icon of the logo of TOR -

it is an onion. This is no coincidence. The onion

portrays the system correctly; as the form of

routing that is done by TOR is called onion routing.

It is the encryption of communication protocol stack

in the application layer, one under another, thus,

forming an onion-like structure. Tor can encrypt



almost all major types of data such as IP address,

and forward it through a circuit of various randomly

selected relays where each relay decrypts only one

layer and forwards the remaining ahead. The final

layer is decoded at the destination, and thus the

information received is concealed and so is the

sender's IP address.

In general terms, Tor is also called a browser that

is used to browse Dark Web. In the next section of

this chapter let us have a look at what is Dark Web

or Dark Net and how is it different from Surface Web

as well as Deep Web.

What is the Dark Web?

As explained in the last section of this chapter,

Tor is used to access locations on the Dark Web.

However, to understand the nature of the Dark Web,

it is necessary to figure out what is Surface Web

and what is Deep Web. So, let us have a look at

these two terms first.

Surface Web:

Surface Web is basically whatever your notions of

the Web are. It includes social networking sites,

shopping sites, search engines, news media, etc.

Almost every site that you can access without any

additional settings except a regular web browser and

active Internet connection is on Surface Web.

A basic definition of Surface Web is as follows - It

is a web made of various fixed and static pages.

These pages are not dependent on a database for

content. However, some sites like amazon.com do have



connections with the deep web in the form of

database. The pages on static web stay on a server

waiting for users to retrieve them. Thus, these

pages are nothing but HTML files that are static and

whose content never change. To update the pages, it

is necessary to replace the HTML file of the page.

All websites with domains such as. .com, .in, .uk,

.org, co.in, .net, etc are Surface Website sites.

You must have seen various pictures on the Internet

representing Surface web and Deep web. One of the

most commonly used pictures to represent the above

equation is the picture of an iceberg- where the

iceberg above the surface of water represents the

surface web while the iceberg below the surface

represents deep/dark web. Let us now have a look at

what Deep Web is.

Deep Web

A simple definition of the Deep Web is all the pages

that a search engine cannot find. i.e. these pages

are not indexed by the databases of the search

engines. There exist a variety of reasons why a

search engine cannot access the Deep Web pages. But

before we go there, let us first have a close look

at Deep Web.

Deep Web is the online database and dynamic web

pages that a standard search engine like Google or

Yahoo cannot access. It is the content and data

behind HTML forms. Like Surface web, the Deep web

too has many applications such as email, online

banking, chat rooms, etc. There are also services

such as video chat rooms, various paid services,



video on demand, etc.

It is estimated that the Deep Web is almost 400 to

500 times larger than the Surface Web. This means it

has more than eight petabytes. Compare this with the

nineteen terabytes of data present on the Surface

Web, and you will realize how huge the Deep Web is.

Certain search engines can access Deep Webs. Some of

them include Intent, DeepPeep, Deep Web

Technologies, Ahmia.fi, and Scirus, etc. Invisible

Web or Deep Web is often confused with Dark Web;

however, both these terms are different and refer to

different things. While it is legal to access

information off Deep Web almost all the time, it is

not the case with Dark Web. In the next section let

us have a look at the Dark Web.

Dark Web

As said earlier, the Dark Web is often confused with

Deep Web thanks to the hidden nature of both the

Webs. However, Deep Web and Dark Web are two

different things.

It is possible to say that the Dark Web is a part of

Deep Web, as standard search engines cannot access

it as well. However, it is different than Deep Web

as the content on Dark Web is often hidden

deliberately. It is a network of sites that can be

accessed but are hosted anonymously. These sites are

inaccessible to standard browsers and browser

techniques and often require special software.

The Dark Web is an almost untraceable worldwide

network that has many uses, which may or may not be



legal. The sites on Dark Web are accessible to only

those who know what they are looking f0r.

The main motive of the Dark Web is anonymity and

privacy. This anonymity is Dark Web's boon as well as a
curse. The anonymous veil of the Dark Web is often
used to conduct a variety of illicit and illegal

activities, which is why the Dark Web is so

notorious. This notoriety is often carried forward

to Deep Web, making it a stigmatized concept as

well. However, as made clear above, both the Webs

are two different entities. The Deep Web is a simple

collection of databases that is not indexed by

standard search engines, while the Dark Web is an

encrypted network among TOR servers and users. It is

just a tiny, albeit very famous part of the Deep

Web. In a single line- all Dark Web is Deep Web,

however not all Deep Web is Dark Web.

The Dark Web is a minuscule part of the Deep Web; it

is estimated that it does not even form 0.5% of the

Deep Web. However, it is highly popular thanks to

its various anonymous and private markets that often

trade in illegal products.

Now that you know what Deep Web and Dark Web are,

you must be wondering why they exist and whether

they are needed. Let us have a look at this

question.

Why does the Deep Web exist?

A simple answer to the above question is because we

need to hide certain things. For instance, if you

have an Internet Banking account, your account

details are on the Internet. However, they cannot be



accessed by a simple Google search. Thus, your

account pages are secure and safe in the Deep Web.

Without the Deep Web, it is safe to assume that the

Internet would have been much less useful. We would

not be able to have social networks, Internet

Banking, E-shopping, etc. as these sites store your

sensitive data on Deep Web to make them secure.

It also exists to store a large amount of data of

the corporate world. For instance, many large

corporations store their business-related data on

Deep Web. This provides them with safety and

security.

You might be surprised to know that you access Deep

Web almost every day. Yes, as said earlier, your

social networking accounts, your email, etc. store

your personal data on Deep Web, hence whenever you

access your email, your bank statement, Twitter DMs,

your office intranet, etc. are all a part of Deep

Web. However, all of the above things are not always

secure, and you are not anonymous on the Surface

Web, even if it is connected to Deep Web. This

constant need for anonymity and privacy from the

governmental surveillance led to the formation of

Dark Web.

History of TOR and why it was created

TOR is one of the most commonly used software to

access the Dark Web. It is almost a fail-proof way

of being anonymous. The history of Tor is quite

interesting, and it can help people to understand

why the need of Tor arose and why it is still

relevant.



It will come as a surprise that the roots of Tor can

be traced back to the United States Naval Research

Lab. Employees of the above organization viz.

Syverson, Reed and Goldschlag researched ways to

protect the intelligence communication in the mid-

90s. This was the beginning of Onion routing. Onion

routing then moved on to DARPA, and it was enhanced

there in the late 90s.

Syverson along with Mathewson and Dingledine

launched the alpha version of Tor on 20th September

2002. It was then known as The Onion Routing

project. A public version was released the next

year.

A turning point in the history of Tor was when

Mathewson, Dingledine, and others created Tor

Project in 2006. A non-profit organization runs and

maintains Tor. It is a surprising fact that some of

the early financiers of the project were Internews,

Google, and University of Cambridge, US.

International Broadcasting Bureau etc. It also

received monetary support from Human Rights Watch.

Nowadays, the US government supports the Tor Project

financially.

So, the Navy created Tor, to hide/protect

governmental communications. The purpose has not

changed a lot since then, however, the user circle

has expanded and now common people like us can use

it to safeguard our privacy as well.

Legality of Dark Web

One of the most frequently asked questions regarding

the Dark Web is its legality, and to be honest, the



issue is rather muddled. In this section, I have

tried to shed ample light on this topic to clear any

confusion associated with it.

Before moving on to the topic, please remember that

the Deep web does not equal to Dark web. The deep

web is anything that is not indexed by any popular

search engine and is thus hidden. However, it can be

accessed with regular browsers, unlike the Dark web

that needs a particular browser or software. The

sites on Dark web are built on the public Internet

as well; however, they cannot be accessed easily.

Browsing the deep web and dark web is not illegal,

technically. Unless you are trying to find content

that is inherently illegal like child pornography,

you are not doing anything illegal.

For instance, there exist many websites on the Dark

web that proclaim to sell drugs, fake IDs, guns, and

weapons. Some also sell stolen goods etc. Browsing

such sites is not illegal, you can browse all you

want, however, if you buy something from these sites

then it is illegal. As the products available on

these sites are stolen, you are practically

committing theft by buying these goods. Some of the

most popular stolen goods available on Dark Web are

guns, weapons, drugs, meth, hacked PayPal Cards,

fake ID, stolen iPhones, grenades, etc.

Dark Web is not inherently illegal. For instance,

there are many harmless sites available on the Dark

Web like social networking sites, email services,

message boards, etc.  These sites are not illegal

per se, however, if you discuss illicit content over

them then your activities can be counted as illegal



or problematic.

The legality of the Dark Web also depends upon your

area and nation. For instance, Dark Web is allowed

in the US, however, accessing it in North Korea is

illegal. If your nation has an intrusive and

regressive government, then the Dark Web can be

illegal in your country.

In recent times the FBI and other such organizations

have blocked many websites on the Dark Web. Most of

these sites dealt with illegal and illicit

activities such as illegal guns, weapons, drugs,

human trafficking, etc. It is not clear whether just

visiting these sites is illegal or not; however, it

is safe to assume if you do not own one of such

sites or do not buy goods from them regularly, you

won’t be prosecuted.

So, I hope I have answered your question about the

legality of Dark Web. Yes, it is not illegal to

access the Dark Web, however, it is necessary to

understand that the nature and content of the sites

that you visit can jeopardize your anonymity and

security. I do not recommend purchasing/ selling

anything on the Dark Web; neither do I recommend

downloading anything from the network.

As a safety measure, it is recommended that you

avoid all the links that are unlabeled. These

unlabeled links are often without any description

and can lead you to some honestly horrifying and

disturbing content.

In the next chapter let us have a look at the

variety of uses of TOR and how it can benefit you.



Chapter 2: Why is TOR Used?

TOR is a remarkable project to protect everyone from

surveillance. It is becoming more and more essential

in today's world thanks to the constant presence of

government and other institutes in our day-to-day

life. The world has become an Orwellian nightmare

and thus, Tor and other such ways of staying

anonymous are a boon for the society.

TOR has many uses and users, all with different

purposes. In this chapter, let us have a look at the

variety of uses of Tor, which will promote you to

try and use it. The uses have been divided into

multiple sections for convenience.

Why common people use Tor

Protection

As mentioned earlier, the world is rapidly becoming

an Orwellian nightmare thanks to the constant

surveillance of the government and various other

institutes. Our ISPs or Internet Service Providers

can track and access almost all of your browsing and

surfing data. Though ISPs do proclaim that they

protect your data and information most of them can

sell it to buyers for the right price. Your data

includes everything right from a database of every

site that you have visited, your search details, and

in some cases even your User Id and passwords.  As

it is clear, this information is very sensitive and

thus theft of this data can prove to be a nuisance.

Other than your ISPs, even regular websites can



access the above-mentioned sensitive information.

Smart websites can also intercept and track your

communication data as well. You cannot trust anyone

with your data. No wonder all technology gurus

recommend people to use Tor to keep their data safe

from breaches and betrayers.

Although most of us do not share personal data over

the Internet yet even simple things like IP address

can prove to be harmful. For instance, it is now

possible to trace your location using your IP

address. This technology is becoming so

sophisticated that now it is possible even to trace

your street address.

Censorship

Many nations do not allow their residents to use the

Internet freely. Often various social networking

sites such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc. are

blocked on these nations. These sites are often

blocked behind a national firewall.

The firewall often blocks sensitive information as

well. For instance, if the topic of your research is

AIDS, sexual diseases, birth control, abortion,

religion, terrorism, etc. You cannot access these

without raising red flags. Hence, if you want to

conduct your research without any fear, Tor is

essential.

Surveillance

You will be surprised how even your simple, surface

web browsing can make authorities suspicious. Your

browsing history can cause a lot of problems if it

does not remain private. And don't think that



Incognito mode of the various browsers can protect

you. Only Tor can keep your online and offline life

separate

How Tor can help media and journalism

In today’s world even the pillar if democracy that

is media is not safe. Nowadays media is often

biased, and paid media is a harsh reality. However,

all of the media is not bias and many honest

journalist exits unfortunately for them most of the

media is now controlled and censored by the

government of the world. This government does not

let these honest journalists and media persons

present their point of view in an unbiased and

uncensored way. Tor can help such trapped media

persons to present their honest views with full

security, privacy, and anonymity.

Using Tor, media persons can present the truth of

their homeland with total security. With this the

people who want unbiased news can get it from Tor as

well. It should not come as a surprise that various

American institutes support Tor to promote free

speech and independence. Tor can also help you

research controversial topics without any problems.

These topics include sensitive subjects such as

religion, terrorism, abortion, etc.

Use of Tor by Law Enforcement

The title of this section might surprise you thanks

to various myths and legends prevalent about Tor and

Dark web on the Surface web. One of the most common

myths about Tor is that it is illegal and that it is

only an interface to conduct illicit activities.



However as said earlier this just a myth which is

why law enforcements all over the world use Tor for

a variety of purposes. The most common use is online

surveillance

Although it is quite possible to keep an eye on

various illegal activities on the Surface web, it is

a time and money-consuming affair. For instance,

even if the cop is well versed in street slang and

language their cover might blow away due to the

simple fact their IP can be traced by these illegal

sites. Hence cops often use Tor to conduct online

surveillance. Tor can keep your IP, and all other

details secure and hidden from everyone hence,

making it one of the best options of surveillance to

law forces.

But do not worry, police forces only track people

who are already under suspicion of illegal and

illicit activities. So you can be sure that the

forces won’t track you unless of course you visit

and use these illegal sites

Sting operations

Law enforcements can also use Tor to conduct various

sting operations on suspicious people. These sting

operations are far more sophisticated and safe than

the real-life sting operations.

Anonymous Tip Lines

Law forces all over the world agree that anonymous

informants are the best informants available.

However, these informants need to be protected, and

their security is a sensitive issue. Although many

Tip software and lines exit on the surface web but



they are not truly anonymous, and a person with

sophisticated technical knowledge can trace the

location or the details of the tipper. To prevent

this, there exist many anonymous Tip lines on Tor.

These lines are often untraceable and quite secure.

Tippers can send information without any second

thoughts.

How Whistle-blowers can use Tor

The world is becoming more and more violent day by

day, which has led to the rise of human rights

activists all over. However, due to censorship and

archaic laws many human rights advocates cannot

promote their cause freely. They cannot present

their reports of abuses and dangers without

threatening their lives. Tor can help these

activists to present their point of view without any

worry. Tor thus allows them to continue their work

without the fear of persecution and in some cases

execution.

One of the major humanitarian organizations, the

Human Rights Watch recommends Tor in its report

Internet Censorship. This report has a section on

how it is possible to break the Chinese firewall.

Other prominent organizations such as Amnesty and

Global Voices also recommend Tor.

In many nations, whistle-blowers do not enjoy any

legal protection provided by the government.

However, whistle-blowers can continue with their

work if they use Tor. They can continue their

journey of seeking the truth without any problems.

How can celebrities and underprivileged people use Tor?



Everyone is obsessed with celebrities, and the fan

girl culture has gained momentum over the last few

years. We love our stars and want to follow them.

However, all this limelight often disturbs their

lives, which often causes them a lot of problems.

The constant interference can be avoided if Tor is

used. Celebs can keep blogs and present their

political or other views online without ruining

their image. Along with celebs, this can also help

other high profile people who cannot enjoy a private

online life.

Underprivileged and people who live in poverty too

cannot enjoy an entirely private life. They cannot

participate in the society in totality. They

constantly need to worry about their jobs, social

workers, and others. A single bad comment can ruin

their life. However, Tor can help such people to

present their views without any fear. It gives voice

to the voiceless. The poor, the dejected and the

harassed can voice their opinion online without

fearing any backlash.

Illegal Uses

As said earlier, there exists an illegal side of the

Dark Web. However, as this is a complete guidebook

for Tor, I also include some information about this

side here.

An unknown side of the Dark Web is that it is one of

the biggest libraries. You can access and find

almost every book in the annals of Tor. This is

especially useful for the residents of nations where

books are banned and censored heavily. This is also

useful for people who want conduct a variety of



research.

You can find almost all kinds of books on Tor and

can read them online or download them. However,

downloading is not recommended unless you know what

you are doing as Dark Web is not as simple as the

Surface web.

One of the most frequently talked about aspect of

the Dark Web is the presence of various markets.

These markets often trade in a variety of illegal

goods and services such as weapons, recreational

drugs, fake IDs, etc. There are other markets on the

Dark Web that are not as dangerous as the ones

dealing with the above goods. You will find a list

of various markets in a dedicated chapter below.

So, these were some of the many uses of Tor. In the

next chapter let us have a look at how you can

access the Dark Web using Tor.



Chapter 3: How to Access the Dark Web Using
Tor: A Guide

Till now we have seen the basics of the Dark Web and

Tor. This must have made you curious about Tor, and

now you must be wondering how to access the Dark

Web. In this chapter, I have included the best way

to access Tor using a computer. As cellular devices

are almost as competent as computers nowadays, I

have also included a guide on how to access the Dark

Web using a mobile phone.  

How to access Dark Web using a computer

The easiest and the best way to access the Dark web

on a computer is to download the Tor Browser bundle.

Tor browser is a modified version of Mozilla Firefox

along with other applications that allow you to

connect to the Dark Web.

Installing Tor

The next step after downloading Tor is, of course,

installing it. Installing Tor on a USB stick on a

Windows system is easy as the Tor Browser is nothing

but a bundle of EXE on the OS. You can install it

like any other Windows program. However, the main

difference between other programs and Tor is its

default location is your desktop.

The Tor bundle installs itself on the desktop

because it is a portable application and does not

integrate and communicate with your OS like other

software. What this means is that you can use the

browser from anywhere you want. Just copy the folder



to a USB drive, and you can use it on any computer

you want.

While installing the browser, when the ‘Choose Where

to Install’ window pops up, just select your desired

location and the browser will be installed there. As

said earlier you could also choose USB drive. Once

you select the location, just click on Install and

the program will be installed in no time.

Using the Tor Browser

Once the installation is done, you will see a folder

in your desired location called Tor Browser. This is

it. Open the folder, and here you will see an EXE

file called ‘Start Tor Browser.' Open this file to

open a window. A window will pop up with options of

configuring proxies or Direct Access. Unless you

want to set up proxies, click on the direct option

and then click connect. After a few seconds, a new

Firefox window will appear. Congratulations, you are

now connected to the Tor net. Now you can browse the

Internet with almost total anonymity.

To check whether you are on Tor or not just go to

whatismyip.com. This site detects your IP and

location and displays it on a webpage. If you are on

Tor network, the site will display a place that is

not your location. Remember, you are using a

browser; hence, only the activities on the browser

are anonymous, everything else outside the browser

is still unsafe.

It is recommended that you always connect to HTTPS

sites instead of HTTP sites. The sites you visit

should have TSL or SSL encryption to protect your



identity.  If the sites are not encrypted, your

privacy can be threatened.

Do remember that anonymity does not equal to

protection from malware and viruses. If you visit

illicit and shady parts of the Internet, it is

possible that you may download viruses. This malware

can also threaten your security and privacy.

How to use Deep Web on a phone

Although Deep web and Dark web are often only

associated with computers, it is now possible to

access these annals of Internet using your

smartphones. However, it is necessary to take ample

care and precautions while trying to access the Dark

Net on any smartphone.

There exist many methods of accessing the Dark web

using phones. These methods depend upon the phone

model, its OS, the version of the OS, your carrier,

your nation, etc. Mostly Android and sometimes iOS

are used to access the Dark Web on the phone.

How to Access Deep Web on an Android Phone

The best way to access the Dark web on an Android

phone or device is using an app called Orbot. It is

an app that allows you to connect to the Tor

network. To access content on the Dark web, follow

the following steps.

Download the Orbot app and let it install.

Once installed, open the app and long press

the round switch that is displayed on the



screen of your phone.

Once done, head over to the Play Store and

download one of the following apps- Orfox or

Orweb. These two are browsers that are to be

used to access the Dark web.

You can use these browsers to access the sites on

the Tor network.

How to access Tor on an iPhone

Like Orweb the Apple App store too has a browser

called the ‘Onion Browser.' It has the same basic

features as that of the Orweb browser; however, it

is configured according to the iOS.

I2P

I2P is not as popular as Tor however it is available

for Android as well as iOS too. You can find I2P on

the Play Store.

I2P is not recommended for beginners, as it is hard

to configure, as you need to do it manually unlike

Tor.  You need to configure and manage your proxy as

well as VPN settings, to enable your device to

connect to the network properly and without any

problem. If you are interested in I2P, you can find

many good tutorials on how to set it up on YouTube.

Other than the tools mentioned above, there exist

various other tools and apps that can be used on

cellular devices. You can also use apps like

Psiphon, CyberGhost VPN, and TunnelBear for the

added benefit of encryption while surfing the dark

web.



Remember; always be careful, your identity is

sacred.



Chapter 4: Darknet Markets

Till now we have seen the basics of the Dark Web and

how to access it. However, now you must be wondering

how to access web pages on the Dark Web. In this

chapter let us have a look at the most popular web

pages on the Dark web, the Dark Markets.

Dark Markets have become such and integral part of

the Dark Web that the two terms have become almost

synonymous for Surface web users. Everything evil

that you associate with the Dark Web is often

related to the Dark Markets. The Dark Markets are

also known as E-Black Markets where you can find

goods and products that are normally not available

on the surface web. These often-shady markets are

places where customers use Bitcoin, and similar

cryptocurrencies to buy anything from weapons to

drugs, escorts and stolen credit card details as

well. Some bold shoppers can use Bitcoins and other

cryptocurrencies to purchase things like illegal

drugs, guns and stolen credit card details. If you

have ever been curious about how these markets work

how to access them, you can find complete

information regarding them in this chapter.

One of the most common myths associated with Dark

markets and Dark web is that they are free of any

rules and conditions. However, this is not the case,

as the sellers cannot simply sell anything they want

and they have to follow the rules. You can buy

illegal goods off the Dark markets however it is

also necessary to understand the sellers need to

follow strict rules.  Sellers cannot sell videos

showing violence, poison, weapons of mass



destruction and explosives. Some marketplaces also

do not allow sellers to sell weapons and guns even

in nations where guns are legal like the USA.  Some

markets don't allow stolen IDs, stolen credit card

information, and other such stuff as well.

The most commonly found and bought stuff on the Dark

market is drugs. Drugs include recreational drugs

like marijuana as well as prescription medicines.

You can also find counterfeit accessories, clothes,

jewelry, etc. You can also find legal products like

pepper spray, software, e-books, etc.

One of the important things that you should remember

while using dark markets is that they have ‘down'

time. This means that most of the markets go offline

once in a while, so if you are trying to visit your

favorite market and you cannot; do not worry, it

will be back in no time. If it does not come back

soon, then it has probably been taken down by the

administration. This is quite common on the Dark

Web.

Remember to always protect your privacy when you

want to access the dark markets. You can use Tor or

I2P to access these markets. Both these networks

offer you an opportunity to be anonymous.

Tor is the most popular of all the services that

promise anonymity, which is why it is also highly

recommended. You can find all the sites mentioned in

this chapter on the Tor network with ease. Use the

instructions mentioned in the last chapter to

install Tor.

You don’t need to use a VPN with Tor, as it is not



required. However, you can use one if you want to

secure your normal, surface web browsing as well.

CryptoCurrency & Payments

Once that you have installed Tor on your computer,

you are ready to use the Onion network. However, you

cannot start buying immediately after you set up the

Tor browser, as the transactions on the Dark web do

not use ‘real world’ currency. All the safe

transactions on the Dark web are done by using

digital money. If you buy items over the Dark web

using your PayPal account or credit card, you will

compromise your anonymity along with your privacy.

The most common form of currency used on the Dark

Web is Bitcoin and alt coins.

You can create an anonymous wallet using Bitcoin.

However, the process is not entirely anonymous. The

payments that are made using Bitcoin are stored on

the blockchain, and it is public. Anyone can view

the blockchain. It is recommended that you use some

mixing service while transferring coins to your

market wallet. By doing this, you can confuse anyone

who is trying to track.

One of the best methods of buying coins is using

peer-to-peer exchange services such as

LocalBitcoins. Wallet services like Coinbase come

with a built-in wallet, which makes the whole

process a bit easy. Remember the exchange rate is

not always constant, and it is possible that the

rate might fluctuate after you convert your money;

hence it is always recommended to buy more coins

than you need just to be on the safe side. Don't

worry; you can sell the remaining coins. You need to



provide ID to buy coins hence if you are afraid

about your anonymity; it is recommended that you

transfer them to your market wallet using a ‘coin

mixer.'

You can also use fake ID to buy the coins. Coin

mixers are simple to use services. Instead of

depositing your money in the market's value

directly, these services provide you with a new

address where you can make the payment. They then

send the clean coins to the market making it almost

impossible to track any transaction back to you.

These services only charge 1-2% of the whole

transaction and honestly, it is a small price for

your anonymity. Coinmixer.se is one of the most

popular coin mixers.

Many markets also have their coin mixing services

and disposable addresses for an added layer of

security. Some markets will also accept other forms

of payment like Dashcoin. These coins have their

special anonymity features built-in.

Escrow and Multi-Sig

Buying from a stranger online- on the surface web or

dark web is a risky business. You need to be careful

whenever you decide to buy anything. One of the most

frequent complaints regarding the dark markets is a

seller disappearing with your money. It has been

observed that sellers accept your money and just

disappear without sending you the ordered goods.

Almost all the popular markets have a rating system

where you can check the ratings of a seller. This

works like the Surface web markets if a seller has a

high rating it is unlikely that they will disappear



with your coins. However, ratings are not the only

thing that you should check as ratings can be faked.

With this, it is also possible that the thing you

need is only available with a seller who is new and

has no rating. So what can be done in such a case?

Using escrow service can solve the above problem.

Escrow is a third party in the transaction that is

sort of a judge between you and the seller. Often

administrators of the market act as escrows. Often

markets use central escrow services that hold your

coins and do not forward it to the seller until you

get your product.  However, if the product never

comes, then you can ask for a refund from the

escrow. This method has reduced vendor side scams,

however, the escrow themselves can scam you in this

system. Rest assured; not many cases have been

reported of such scams, and hence you need not

worry. Just for the added security, it is

recommended that you use only reputed and popular

sites.

An alternative to escrow is multi-sig, which is

safer as compared to escrow. However, it also more

difficult to set up and thus, not offered by many

markets. It can protect you from vendor side scams

as well as escrow scams.

Popular Dark Markets

Here is a list of some of the most popular Dark

Markets that are available today. These markets are

full of illegal and legal products hence user

discretion is advised.

The websites on Dark Web often go down temporarily



so if any of the links given below do not seem to

work, wait and try again after some time. If the

link does not work after a few days, it might have

become defunct.

Dream Market

Dream Market is a well-made and quite established

Dark Market. You can find almost all kinds of

products in this market. It is fast, faster than

other websites on the Dark Net. It is also very easy

to use. It is quite reliable and thus is highly

popular. It has a few added features to make it even

safer. It only uses admin provided escrow service.

The site generates a PIN when you sign up for the

site. This PIN is an added benefit that works along

with your password.

Link: http://lchudifyeqm4ldjj.onion/?ai=88551

Valhalla

It is a popular European site that offers to ship

all over the world, which has made it quite popular.

It invites only and hence you can only access it

using the link given below.  Valhalla is popular for

its large collection of drugs. It also has

prescription drugs like Ritalin, Adderall, Viagra,

anti-depressants, painkillers, etc.

Link: Http://valhallaxmn3fydu.onion/register/Nyr2

Alpha Bay

Alpha Bay is a popular Dark Web market. It is often

used for ‘carding.' It has both central escrow and

multi-sig escrow admin options. It has an ‘auto-

http://lchudifyeqm4ldjj.onion/?ai=88551
Http://valhallaxmn3fydu.onion/register/Nyr2


shop’ feature through which you can buy a bulk of

hacked accounts from sites such as Netflix, PayPal,

Facebook, etc.  You can also ‘auto-shop’ stolen

credit card details from this market. It also stocks

weapons, drugs, and other products.

Main Link: http://alphabaymarket.com/

Other Links:

alphabaywyjrktqn.onion

zdfvqospmrbvzdn3.onion

stbux7lrtpegcra2.onion

jsbpbdf6mpw6s2oz.onion

The Real Deal

The Real Deal is one of the safest markets on the

Dark Web. It has a multi-sig escrow with the option

of using external Bitcoin wallet. You can also

create a wallet on the site itself using client-side

key generation. What this means is that the site's

administrator can never escape with your money or

steal it either.

The Real Deal is often used for trading hacking

software and information, but it also stocks drugs,

guns, weapons, etc. It has an option of two-factor

authentication to make it even safer.

Link: trdealmgn4uvm42g.onion

Crypto Market

Crypto Market is most famous for drugs; however, you

http://alphabaymarket.com/


can find other products on it as well. It is

possible to choose your desired currency on the site

so that you can check the price with ease. It has a

large selection of special offers and deals that you

can grab. Many sellers also offer free samples of

their products if you are willing to pay the

shipping. It is admin escrow only, though.

Link: http://cryptomktgxdn2zd.onion

Middle Earth Marketplace

Middle Earth Marketplace has a large inventory of

products as well. You can find a variety of products

on this market. It is quite well known for drugs. It

has a beautiful interface and is quite pleasant to

use. However, it uses JavaScript by default, which

is considered to be a security risk. However, it is

possible to disable it using Tor.

One problem with MEM is that it does not offer

altcoin and multi-sig payments. If you want to use

these methods of payment, it is recommended to use

other markets. 

Link: mango7u3rivtwxy7.onion

Oxygen

This market has a large range of products and it

also has a multi-sig option. It also has an admin

escrow service.

Link: o2oxycuvnwxhv73e.onion

http://cryptomktgxdn2zd.onion


Chapter 5: How to Use Bitcoin?

Bitcoin is the most famous digital currency and is

often associated with the Dark web. People believe

that it is a form of anonymous currency and is

basically a digital version of the real-world,

physical cash. However, this is not true as Bitcoin

is not a truly anonymous currency.

Using Bitcoin is as easy as downloading software on

your computer. As Bitcoin is not a centralized

currency, you do not even need to register an

account with your personal details to use it. When

you get an ID, you can create addresses. These then

become your online identity on the particular

network. It is comparatively more private and secure

as compared to regular digital payment methods as it

works on the anonymous network.

However, as mentioned earlier, Bitcoin is not

entirely anonymous, and it is possible to track its

users. All the transactions done using Bitcoin are

stored on a public record called blockchain. As this

record is public anyone with little technical

knowledge can access it, it compromises your

anonymity.

Hence, even if your personal identity is not

connected to your wallet, all the transactions done

using the wallet are public, and it is possible to

track you using them. There exist many ways to track

the transactions back to your personal ID.

Most of the markets and traders need some ID while



buying or selling goods. Unless you provide them

with ID, you cannot continue with the transaction.

However, don’t worry, there exist many methods how

you can solve the problem.

Using Bitcoin Privately: A Guide

Using Disposable Addresses

Users get the option of creating as many as

addresses possible when you download a wallet.

However, most of the users create a couple of

addresses and stick to them. This practice is

extremely unsafe and is not recommended for anyone

who wants to protect his or her privacy online. If

someone is observing your activities, it becomes

incredibly easy for them to make your profile if you

keep on using the same addresses every time. These

people can then use your profile for advertising

purposes as well as other more sinister reasons too.

It is also possible to use this profile and track

down your personal identity.

Always remember, Bitcoin addresses are not supposed

to be permanent addresses. Always change them as

much as possible. Each time you receive a payment

create a new address just to be safe. Do not use

this address again.

If you use a desktop wallet, you can create as many

addresses as possible. As an added benefit, all the

addresses that you create are always connected to

your account, hence if someone pays you on one of

your old accounts, the money will still come

through.



Bitcoin Mixing

Along with disposable addresses, you can also use

Bitcoin mixing to enhance your anonymity. Whenever

you want to send a payment to someone, use this

service for an added layer of privacy. What Bitcoin

mixing does is that it mixes your money with a large

source of coins before sending them to the

destination. This makes it impossible to track and

link anyone. Thus, an observer cannot link the

transactions to your account.

One of the most frequently used coin-mixing services

is CoinMixer.se. It is reasonably priced and is easy

to use. However, you can also find various other

services online that offer the same features. It is

recommended that you only choose sites that are

popular and highly recommended, as there exist many

scam sites that can disappear with your coins.

How to trade Bitcoins anonymously

If you do not want to connect your Bitcoin

transactions to your personal identity, it is

possible using a few methods.

The riskiest part of Bitcoin transaction is buying

the coins. Most of the sites where Bitcoin are sold

need your personal ID documents. Unless you provide

them with satisfactory proofs, you cannot buy the

coins.  This is done to avoid money laundering

lawsuits, You will find some methods of making this

process anonymous below, however, most of these are

expert level methods and hence if you are not

comfortable using them, it is recommended you stick

to coin mixing for now.



Using peer-to-peer exchange

It is possible to buy Bitcoin from other individuals

on the web. Buying them from individuals is more

private than buying them from a company. Here are

the websites where you do not need to provide

personal details or verify them for buying Bitcoin.

Bitsquare service is completely decentralized where

you can trade Bitcoin with an individual without the

need of any service provider. You just have to use

P2P software instead of visiting a website. When you

download this software it automatically creates you

own hidden service or site on the Tor network and

provides you with a .onion address. No registration

required, however, you do need to provide a

minuscule security deposit of 0.01 Bitcoin, so if

you do not have one already, you cannot use this

service. It is one of the best methods of staying

anonymous while buying Bitcoin.

LocalBitcoins is a popular peer-to-peer service for

purchasing and selling coins, which is available in

a wide range of nations around the globe. You have

the option of keeping your identity hidden while

using this service. Other clients will likewise have

the choice of trading with anonymous clients. They

can also require ID.

MultiSigna - As the name suggests, this site

uses multi-sig technology for all trades,

which means that you don't have to trust your

coins to the exchange for safe keeping, or

depend on the exchange to keep their personal

internal books correct – all the things are on

the blockchain. As the clients of dead



exchanges like Mt Gox will testify, this is a

major asset as far as security is concerned.

Furthermore, it also makes it more

decentralized and peer-to-peer as compared

with other options. The fees are quite low,

just around 0.5% of the total transaction. If

you become a regular dealer, you can also

avail discount to reduce the fee.

Coinffeine – It is a peer-to-peer as well as

decentralized exchange. Right now it only uses

OKPay, a service that has its identification

needs, however, you do not need to share your

private information with the Coinffeine. It is

estimated that the service will soon add other

payment shortly.

Security

Whenever you make a transaction on LocalBitcoins,

clients who are especially worried about their

security ought to payment in real or physical money.

This is especially important if you are planning to

buy costly things, as the cost of the goods can

itself trigger your bank and lead to an

investigation. If you only make small transactions

it is not necessary, however, it is recommended.

There are two methods of doing this: an in-person

exchange where you get together with someone (often

a person who requires a large trade so that it is

worthwhile for you and them as well), or 'cash

deposit' where you go to a branch of the vendor’s

bank and deposit cash directly in their bank

account. When you sign in just click on 'purchase

Bitcoins,' then click on the link 'show more’, which

is often underneath the top offers.  The show more



option will display a list of various payment

methods from which you can select 'cash deposit.'

Now you will only see sellers who want are ready to

use 'cash deposit ‘ method.

ID Verification

There exists an ID verification system on the

LocalBitcoins page however it is not mandatory. Some

sellers do require this, however, most of them do

not. Some sellers probably will also ask for your ID

in private message. Sharing your ID with a person is

far better than sharing it with a site. However,

some people might still be uncomfortable about this.

Sellers often put in their requirements in their ads

to avoid any confusion. You can also message the

seller and inquire about the details before doing

any transaction.

Stealth Addresses

Stealth addresses are relatively new feature that

has been added to the whole transaction. It allows

clients to generate a new address to represent their

Bitcoin address. This means that you can access the

coins that are sent to this address safely, without

anyone ever knowing their true destination. However,

to avail this function a wallet is required, and it

is not a widely popular feature. If you still want

to try this feature, you can use the Dark Wallet

service. It is an extension for Google Chrome and

has many privacy features along with stealth

addresses.

Taint Analysis

If you have used a coin mixer, then it is possible



to check how concrete its security services are

working with a taint analysis. This analysis

displays what addresses have sent coins to your

address and is a decent way to see if the mixing

service is working according to your desire or not.

The Internet is full of Taint Analysis services

hence if one does not work for you well you can just

pick another one.

You can also perform an analysis using the

Blockchain website. As an example here is a link.

Simply replace the BTC address with your address in

the URL to conduct your Taint analysis.

https://blockchain.info/taint/1dice6GV5Rz2iaifPvX7RMjfhaNPC8SXH

For instance, it is possible to enter the address

presented to you for a market and check whether any

outsider would be able to profile you and trace you.

It is recommended that your personal ID should not

show up in the list when you do this sort of test.

If not, it should at least come with a low taint

ratio, which means the observer cannot be sure of

your identity.

https://blockchain.info/taint/1dice6GV5Rz2iaifPvX7RMjfhaNPC8SXH


Chapter 6: Do’s and Don't s

Tor is one of the best ways of staying anonymous

online. It can keep your network protected and

secure, and your identity was hidden. It is becoming

a necessity in today's world where everyone is on

your back. However, Tor itself can do nothing, as it

is not a magic wand. Unless you take ample care and

precautions, Tor cannot protect you. Tor is like an

umbrella, if you don't know how to use one, you are

going to get wet. Similarly, it is necessary to know

how to use Tor and what to avoid when using it.  In

this chapter, let us have a look at some of the most

common Do's and Don'ts of Tor.

Do try Tor

Do not be afraid of trying Tor. It is possible that

you might have heard various rumors about Tor;

however, most of them are exaggerated. Unless you

try Tor, you won’t be able to understand how useful

it is.

Everyone who is worried about his or her security

online should try using Tor. Do not trust anyone

including your ISPs, government agencies, service

providers, etc. You can use Tor for a variety of

sensitive purposes such as browsing, surfing,

reporting, etc. Do read the chapter on the uses of

Tor to know how Tor can be used for your and others’

benefit.



Don’t use Windows or Use it Wisely

Windows maybe one of the most popular platforms but

it is not that suitable for Tor. As you know, Tor is

a way of helping you to stay anonymous on the

Internet and keeping your data private.

Unfortunately, Windows goes against these basic

principles, as it is often full of security bugs and

holes. It is highly vulnerable to attacks even if

you Tor. Thus, it is possible that your privacy

might be breached if you use Tor on Windows.

The best OS to use with Tor is using Tor-configured

Linux system. Whonix, Tails are some of the popular

Linux systems currently available.

Always update your system

News ways of attacking a system are found almost

daily making your system vulnerable. It is thus

extremely necessary to update your system regularly

and preferably daily. It is recommended that you

update your Tor Client, your browsers, your

antivirus and your OS as well.

Remember, Tor is only useful if your computer is

secure. If a hacker gets into your system, not even

Tor can protect your identity and anonymity.

Therefore, it is extremely necessary to keep your

system up-to-date.

Avoid HTTP Websites

The Onion Router i.e. Tor only routes your traffic.

It is not a complete solution for data encryption.

Thus, Tor only encrypts and routes your traffic

inside its network; however, everything out of it is



still vulnerable. It denotes that Tor anonymizes the

source of your network and encodes data inside the

Tor; however, it doesn’t encode your Internet usage

outside the network.

What this means is that the exit nodes of the

network can read your Internet traffic if it is not

encrypted and is in plain format. This is why it is

necessary to use end-to-end encryption methods while

doing anything on the network. Popular end-to-end

services include SSL and TLS. These services can

only be used on HTTPS websites, thus using HTTP

should be avoided.

If you don’t know which websites use HTTPS, you can

download an extension called HTTPS Everywhere that

automatically switches to HTTPS mode whenever it is

available.

Don’t get confused between Dark Web and Deep Web

Although covered more than once already, this is

still a confusion that might plague most of the

beginners.

Remember Tor is not made for accessing the Deep Web.

Yes, it can access the Deep Web; however, any other

browser can do so as well. You often stumble into

Deep web while browsing Surface web without your

knowledge.

Remember the definition of Deep Web; it is anything

that is not indexed by popular search engines. So

for instance, if you search for something on a site



and the results come out in a pop-up window, it is

safe to assume that the pop-up is not indexed, and

thus by definition- congratulations, you have just

visited Deep web.

The Dark Web is a part of Deep Web as it cannot be

accessed/ indexed by search engines. However, it is

quite different than Deep Web, as simple, regular

browsers cannot access it. It needs special software

out of which Tor is one.

Tor connects to a massive network called Tor network

that helps you establish a private connection.  By

using Tor, you can access all your regular websites

that are available on surface web and all the URL

ending with .onion. These .onion URL are nothing but

Dark Web URLs.

Encrypt Everything

As said in the last point, Tor is nothing but a

router that is used to keep you anonymous. However,

it cannot secure the data that is present on your

computer. The data can only be made secure if you

use a strong cryptographic program or algorithm.

Two of the most commonly used services for data

encryption are TrueCrypt and LUKS.  These can keep

your data well protected on Linux systems.

Never use Java, JavaScript, Flash

Active content is bane for your data and anonymity.

This content like JavaScript, Adobe Flash, VBScript,

QuickTime, Java, ActiveX controls, etc. are binary

applications that have the same privileges that your



user account has and thus they can access and share

your data as well! Tor cannot protect you if you

insist on using these active components.

Flash and JavaScript run in virtual machine that an

easily bypass your proxy settings and thus can

access and share your data as well. Tor currently

does not have the capability of protecting you

against these scripts.

Other than the reasons mentioned above, active

components are also cookies hoarder. They store your

browsing data and cookies separately. These data are

often difficult to access and delete and hence is

vulnerable to attacks. If you want to increase your

security, it is highly recommended disabling these

services.

Avoid P2P

Do not use P2P while using Tor as it slows down the

network for everyone. Tor is not made and configured

to handle P2P yet and although it is possible to use

it for file sharing it is not recommended as it

makes the whole network slow and problematic. Exit

nodes of the Tor network are configured to block

file sharing.

However, if you still manage to find a way of

downloading data from Tor do remember that you are

jeopardizing your anonymity. BitTorrent is not safe

on Tor, and it can compromise your anonymity and

security. BitTorrent clients are not secure as they

send your IP address to the peers and Trackers

directly, bypassing Tor; hence it is never

anonymous, even if you use Tor.



Always delete your browsing data and cookies

Cookies are essential for websites to work, however,

they can prove to be a nuisance if not cleaned

regularly. Not only can cookies slow down your

system by hogging memory, but they can also

compromise your anonymity.

Websites can use cookies and temporary files to

track your online doings, and by analyzing them and

your overall Internet usage, they can many times

guess your identity.

It is necessary to delete your local site data and

cookies every time you use Tor and other browsers as

well. You can use a variety of software to clean

your cookies in one click. One of the most popular

applications is Ccleaner. You can also install

extensions like Self-Destructing Cookies that

automatically deletes your cookies.

Never use your personal details

This tip might seem stupid, but you will be

surprised to know a large number of people use their

personal details while using Tor. Once again, it is

necessary to remember that Tor is a mere router and

it won't protect your identity if you decide to.

If you still decided to use the websites mentioned

above while using Tor, it is recommended that you

use different accounts instead of using your

personal ones. It is recommended that you use

accounts that cannot be traced back to you in any

possible way.



If you want to be truly anonymous, it is recommended

that you invest in a virtual identity. A virtual

identity with no connection to your real identity

whatsoever can keep your real identity safe and

secure.

Avoid Google as much as possible

Google is a data hoarder. It does not care about

your privacy at all and can access everything that

you put on it. This is true about all of Google's

products, including YouTube, Gmail, the search

engine, etc.  Google uses your private data to show

you custom ads.

If you want to use a search engine, then it is

recommended that you use DuckDuckGo or Startpage.

Both of these services are quite adept and do not

track you. They do not log your IP and do not store

cookies on your PC either.  Thus these search

engines are security compliant. These also work on

surface web.

Always use trusted directories to find links

Let us assume that you have installed Tor and wanted

to access the Dark Web, however; you must be

confused where to go now. This is a common problem,

as Tor does not come with links and information

regarding how to access the Dark Web. However, the

Internet is full of various resources that are

nothing but directories of various Dark Web sites,

often accompanied with short descriptions.  You can

find some of the most popular directories in the

‘Resources' chapter of this book.

One of the most frequently used directories of the



Dark Web is The Hidden Wiki.

http://zqktlwi4fecvo6ri.onion

What is essential to remember about the Hidden Wiki

is that it an extensive collection of links and

hence it is possible that you might find harmful and

illegal links on it. Do not access these links

unless you want to get arrested. If you ignore the

illegal content, you can find various useful sites

on the wiki including links to secure email

services, secure social networks, chat rooms,

message boards, etc. Never click on suspicious-

looking links and avoid anything that seems even

remotely illegal

While browsing the Dark web, you will always come

across links and web pages that are illegal and

dangerous. It is full of web pages that represent

some of the darkest aspects of humanity. For

instance, it has websites featuring child

pornography, human trafficking, drug trafficking,

theft, weapon trading, gore, etc. It is an

unavoidable and unfortunately indivisible part of

the Dark Web. Hence, it is extremely necessary

always to check the source of the link that you are

about to click. If you think that a link seems

suspicious, avoid it.

Even after taking all the precautions mentioned in

this book, it is possible that you may accidentally

stumble upon illegal content. Don't panic, just

close the window and clear your cookies and

temporary folder. Do try to avoid such links in

future, though.

Remember, you are on your own on the Dark Web, do

http://zqktlwi4fecvo6ri.onion


not trust anyone and always act appropriately.



Chapter 7: Dark Web Resources

The Dark Web is full of many secrets, and most of

these secrets can be utilized. Dark Web has many

websites that are quite useful and that are not

available on Surface Web. You can find a variety of

products on the Dark Web that are not available

elsewhere. Let us have a look at some of the most

popular Dark Web resources here. This chapter can be

used as a beginning point for your Dark Web journey.

However, do remember all the tips mentioned in the

chapter above.

The Silk Road

http://silkroadvb5piz3r.onion

The most famous website on Dark Web, The Silk Road

is almost synonymous with the Dark web. A

marketplace where you can find almost everything, it

is well known for selling drugs and weapons.

However, you can also find books and other random

things here. All the trading is done using Bitcoin.

Being the most popular sites, it is also one of the

most monitored ones. It had become defunct recently

thanks to the bust conducted by the US, however,

apparently it is still working using different names

and URL. It is advised to beware and cautious while

trying to visit this site.

Tor Mail

http://jhiwjjlqpyawmpjx.onion

http://silkroadvb5piz3r.onion
http://jhiwjjlqpyawmpjx.onion


Unless it is already clear, Gmail is not secure.

Your emails and all other personal details are not

secure on Gmail and most of the popular email

services. However, you can find a good email service

on the Tor network that is secure and safe.

The Tor mail system is guaranteed privacy and

anonymity and is frequently used to help people out

of the network as well. It is a brilliant service

that once set can help you keep track of your

private and public communications.

The Hidden Wiki

http://7jguhsfwruviatqe.onion

The Hidden Wiki is as the title suggests a wiki that

is hidden, nothing special there. However, unlike

its name, it is not hidden, as it is accessible

using surface web as well. It is the beginning point

for every person who wants to start using Tor. It is

basically an index/ list of various sites that can

be found on the Dark Web. It also has short

descriptions of the sites so that you know

beforehand what you are getting into.

Hidden Wiki is usually up

TorDIR

http://dppmfxaacucguzpc.onion

Like Hidden Wiki, TorDIR is a list of hidden sites,

and services that are available on the Dark Web. It

is a highly stable site and is well known amongst

beginners. It features a concrete collection of

sites. An added feature of TorDIR is that it has an

http://7jguhsfwruviatqe.onion
http://dppmfxaacucguzpc.onion


option of adding comments.

Core.Onion

http://eqt5g4fuenphqinx.onion

The Onion Core is another comprehensive collection

of sites that are available on the Dark Web. It is a

collection of links from which you can branch out.

What makes this directory special is that it does

not have Child Porn and thus is very safe. It does

not have other ‘dark’ parts of the web as well.

Hash Party

http://3terbsb5mmmdyhse.onion

Hash party is a site where you can reverse other

people’s hashes. You can also request hashes. It is

one of the most famous Black Hat resources available

on the Dark Web.

FBGB Cracking for Bitcoin

http://rgvawpnahbla3seq.onion

If you require a hash to be cracked however are not

extremely tech savvy? This site might help you. For

a few Bitcoin, you can have any WPA/WPA2 password

broken. However, like every other site on the Dark

Net, please be careful before you use it.

TorLinks

http://torlinkbgs6aabns.onion

Another great directory of .onion links, TorLinks is

far more extensive than TorDIR. It has many more

links as compared to TorDIR, so if you exhaust

http://eqt5g4fuenphqinx.onion
http://3terbsb5mmmdyhse.onion
http://rgvawpnahbla3seq.onion
http://torlinkbgs6aabns.onion


TorDIR move on to TorLinks.

HackBB

http://clsvtzwzdgzkjda7.onion

HackBB is a large community board for everyone to

talk about hacking and related things. Everyone -

amateurs and professionals alike, use it. You can

get into discussions and learn new things using this

board. It is a safe resource to learn about things

that are not normally discussed on the surface web.

Freedom Hosting

http://xqz3u5drneuzhaeo.onion

Freedom Hosting, as the name suggests gives you

space to host your sites. It is free, and you stay

anonymous. You are allowed to host anything you want

on the service, however, the content should be legal

according to the US laws. Most of the sites on the

Onion network are hosted using this service.

Other than the sites mentioned above, there exist

many other resources that can be used to access the

Dark Web. However, like it is impossible to teach

anyone how to use the Internet, it is also

impossible to teach Dark Web as well. You need to

browse and surf to understand it and use it

properly. The directories mentioned above are great

starting points that can often lead to whatever

contents you are trying to find. Just remember, be

safe and careful.

http://clsvtzwzdgzkjda7.onion
http://xqz3u5drneuzhaeo.onion


Chapter 8: FAQs

Till now we have seen an in-depth account of Tor and

the Dark Web. I am sure that you must be curious

about accessing the labyrinth that is the Dark Web.

However, there still might be some issues in your

mind regarding Dark Web, Tor, and Deep Web. In this

chapter, let us have a look at some of the most

frequently asked questions and queries regarding the

above topics.

Difference between Surface Web, Dark Web, and Deep Web

Though covered throughout the book, lets us once

again revise what we have learned so far. The terms

Surface the Web, Dark Web and Deep Web can confuse

any beginner and sometimes professionals as well.

However, here are the simplest descriptions of the

webs.

Surface Web

Surface web is nothing but the regular web that you

and I access every day. It is the web that we use to

talk with our friends, read news, play games, shop,

etc. Basically, it is the ‘regular' Internet.

Deep Web

Deep Web is the part of the Internet. This part is

almost hidden and is not indexed by most of the

major search engines. Thus, it does not turn up on

your Google/ Yahoo results. To visit the pages on

deep web, you need to visit them directly using

their URLs. In simple words, deep web is everything



that cannot be seen by search engines thanks to the

sheer size of the Internet.

Dark Web

The Dark web or the Dark net is a part or subsection

of Deep web; however, it is a bit different than the

deep web. You can normally access deep web using

your regular tools and software; however, it is not

the case with Dark web. You need special software to

access it. Dark web is notorious for the various

illegal and illicit activities that go on it. Some

of these activities include trading of drugs,

gambling, illegal pornography, etc. It also

allegedly it also harbors other forms of criminal

activities.

Though the Dark web is used for a variety of illegal

activities, it has many legitimate and legal uses as

well. You can find the uses in the chapter above.

When was the Dark Net invented?

The Darknet was not invented per se; however, the

first hidden websites started appearing around the

year 2004. Thus, 2004 is supposed to be the year

when Darknet was ‘invented.

Why was TOR formed?

The US government formed Tor for anonymous

communication and to keep its messages encrypted.

Thus, the US government funded it.

Why is Tor so slow?



Before answering the question, it is necessary to

acknowledge that, yes, Tor is slow. It is also

necessary to recognize that Tor will always be slow

and there exist many reasons why this is the case.

Tor cannot ever become as fast as the Surface Web

because it does not work like your regular browser.

Your traffic is channeled and bounced through

various systems all over the world, and it is

obvious that some network latency will creep in. It

is childish to expect a blazing fast bandwidth while

using Tor. However, it is possible to improve the

overall speed of the Tor network. The ratio of the

number of users to the network is extremely low

right now, and many of these users do not comprehend

that Tor cannot handle the load file sharing. This

often slows down the network. However, you can help

Tor:

Configure your browser to become a relay: By making

your browser a relay you can help the network to

expand that can help the overall speed and quality

of the network. You can also find sponsors for Tor

to help it. With this, you can also donate to the

project. Remember, without funding Tor cannot

survive.

So basically, Tor is slow because whatever you

search on the network goes through multiple channels

throughout the world. This makes the whole process

anonymous. However, as the query is supposed to

travel to multiple places, it is often slow. In my

opinion, this is a minuscule price for your privacy.

What is Tor?



"Tor" can be used to refer to a variety of different

but related components. The first one and the most

popular one is the browser bundle. Tor, therefore,

is "The Onion Router."

In simplest terms, Tor is software that you can use

on your system that can help you anonymize your

browsing habits, along with granting you access to

the Dark Web. It helps you stay anonymous by

bouncing and channeling your search queries over a

large network of relays, spread throughout the

world. Volunteers run these relays, and the combined

network is known as the Tor Network. What this

bouncing does is that it secures you and prevents

anyone from tracking you. This includes even the

sites that you visit. It prevents the sites you

visit from learning your physical location.

Tor Browser is a modified version of Mozilla

Firefox. All the privacy issues present in Firefox

are fixed in the Tor version. It is one of the most

popular ways of accessing the Dark web.

Other than the above references, Tor is also used to

refer The Tor Project. The Tor Project is a non-

profit organization that runs, develops and

maintains the Tor software.

I am scared, is the Dark Net safe?

If you look at the world closely, you can observe

that nothing is harmless unless correct precautions

are taken. For instance, the surface web itself is

full of virus, malware, and various other hazards

but no one has stopped using it due to these.

Similarly, Darknet too is full of a variety of



hazards, however, if you are not planning to do

anything illegal and dodgy, you will be safe. To

take the necessary precautions whenever you access

the Dark Web, having good antivirus software is a

must.

Does Tor work with Windows 10/7/xp?

Yes, Tor works with the Windows operating system;

however, I do not recommend it. Windows operating

system is full of holes and a variety of problems,

hence, even if you use Tor, some expert might be

able to exploit one of these holes and use it to

access your data. You can find more information

regarding this on the Tor website.

What is the Hidden Wiki and where can I find it?

The hidden wiki is a compilation of some of the most

popular pages on the Tor network. You can link to

the popular and not so popular pages on the hidden

wiki. Here is the link: kpvz7ki2v5agwt35.onion

If Dark Web is so scary/illegal, why is it still working?

That is because the Internet does not work like

this. Deep Web and the Internet are synonymous. As

said earlier, the Deep Web, as said above, is

nothing but a part of the Internet; therefore

‘deleting' the Deep Web is like ‘deleting' the

Internet. With this, it is impossible to keep an eye

on the Internet, as it is a vast entity. People will

always find new ways of exploiting it and therefore

it is not plausible to keep it safe.

I don’t like the sites mentioned in the Hidden Wiki, are there any other
sites that I can access, where can I find them?



Yes, the sites mentioned in the Hidden Wiki form

just a tiny chunk of a variety of sites and pages

that are on the Dark Web. You can find out a variety

of forums and other groups that have lists of links

arranged according to subjects. Reddit is a good

source of links as well. You can also find links

from various anonymous message boards. However, do

check the source before visiting any link.

Is there Child Porn on the Dark Net? What if I accidentally see it? Will I
be arrested?

Yes, unfortunately, Dark web does have a

considerable amount of Child Pornography, and it is

also possible that you may come across some while

browsing the web. However, do not worry, unless you

were deliberately looking for CP (Child Porn) you

won’t be arrested. If you come across it, just close

the tab and do not visit it again. 

Are there any search engines for Tor?

One of the most popular search engines on the Tor

Network is TorCH. It can be found easily, and it can

help you with search queries. If you want other

search engines, you can find links to them on the

Hidden Wiki.

Can I get addicted to Tor/Dark Web?

Unfortunately, yes, you can get addicted to the Dark

Web. The Dark Web, like the Surface web, can prove

to be highly addictive if you know where to look.

However, unlike Surface Web, the Dark Web is not

totally safe and hence it is better to stay away

from Tor if you don't want to get addicted.



What is to be avoided on Dark Net?

To be honest, it is necessary to keep your morals

aside while browsing the Dark Web. Although even if

you plan on visiting only legal and ‘good’ site, it

is possible that you might stumble upon unsavory

sights that might sicken or offend you. You should

expect to tumble on these sites accidentally if you

decide to use Dark Web for a long period.

I browsed Dark Web, now what to do?

It is recommended to clean your cache and browsing

history after you browse the dark web. Cleaning your

temporary folder is also recommended. You can use

Ccleaner or any other similar software to clean your

history, cookies and other details at the click of

one button.

Is Tor basically a proxy? Why shouldn’t I use proxy instead of Tor?

No, Tor is not as simple as proxy. Tor is far more

sophisticated way of staying anonymous online. To

understand the difference between Tor and proxies,

let us have a look at what proxies do. Proxies are

provided by various providers, what they normally do

is that they set a server somewhere other than your

place/nation. Your queries, in another word, your

traffic, is then related to their server. This gives

you a certain amount of anonymity. It is also a very

easy to construct and maintain architecture. All the

users using this proxy go in and come out using the

same server that reduces the cost of the service

provider. The provider often charges the user for

using their proxy, however, certain providers get

their monetary benefits from ads.



Proxies are quite easy to use for the user as well.

You do not have to download anything extra to use

proxies. You do not have to carry anything with you

to use proxies as well. Simply direct your browser

to the proxy, and you are good to go. Proxies are

good option if you do not need total anonymity and

privacy and are okay with the provider accessing

your data. Yes, the provider can access and use your

data if you use proxies.  The provider is aware of

your identity as well as your browser history. The

provider can see all the traffic that is channeled

through their server. In many cases, these providers

can trace your encrypted traffic as well. Thus, your

banking details, your e-commerce details come under

a risk if you use proxies. All of this becomes a

trust game, and you have to trust the provider with

your information.

For added benefit, some providers also use SSL. This

adds a level of protection as it can keep you secure

from eavesdroppers if you are using a public

network.

Unfortunately, the simplicity of proxies is their

bane as well. As simple proxies only use a single

server, they are extremely vulnerable. The failure

of the server can bring down the complete network

effectively.

What makes Tor better than proxies is that it is not

dependent on a single server. Your traffic or

queries pass through at least three different

servers before they are forwarded to the

destination. Each of the above relay points is

encrypted and thus giving you a strong, multilayered

protection.  Thus, even if someone is observing your



connection, they cannot access your data, cannot

read it or cannot modify it either. The complete

journey between your system and the receiving system

is encrypted.

Doesn’t the government back TOR? So, do they have a backdoor in Tor?

This is one of the most prevalent myths regarding

Tor. There is no backdoor whatsoever in Tor, and no

one can access your data. A backdoor would ruin the

whole experience, as it will remove a large chunk of

the offered protection.

However, as Tor is software that is constantly

updated it is possible that a few bugs might

jeopardize your anonymity. But thanks to a large

number of users, these bugs are found pretty soon,

and a new update is released immediately. So, if you

plan to use Tor for long term, it is recommended you

download the latest, stable version whenever it is

released.

Is it possible to share files using Tor? Will the process be anonymous as
well?

Yes, it is possible to use Tor to share files using

Tor. However, it is not recommended to do so as the

Tor network is not designed for file sharing. File

sharing often slows down the network for everyone

and causes a lot of problems. Exit nodes are often

programmed to block file sharing on the network.  A

tip, do not use BitTorrent on Tor as it is not

anonymous.

Can Tor be used on my cellular device?

Yes, Tor is available on Android; however, the



Guardian project maintains it. Currently, no way of

using Tor on iOS exists.

How can I check if Tor is working?

The easiest way to check whether Tor is working

correctly is to use a variety of sites available

online. One of the most commonly used sites is Tor

Check.

I do not like Tor, how do I uninstall it?

In Windows, installing and uninstalling Tor Browser

does not work with other software. Tor Browser

installs in a different way as compared to other

programs. You do not need to uninstall Tor, just

delete the folder called Tor Browser, and it will be

deleted from your system completely.

Is Tor safe? Or is it malware?

It has been seen that Tor often triggers many

antivirus software. However, most of these triggers

are false warnings. It is recommended to contact

your software support and report the files as false

positives. However, do this only if you downloaded

Tor from a reputed source.

Does Tor provide full anonymity?

No, currently no technology exists to provide anyone

with full and unbreakable anonymity. Let us see why

Tor is not (yet) fully anonymous.

It is important to understand that Tor only protects

your network; it cannot provide you full anonymity

if you do not know what you are doing. It only



allows you to hide your location and identity by

using layered encryption. However, it cannot

interfere with data that you intend to post. Hence,

if you decide to access Google or Facebook while

using Tor, your anonymity will be jeopardized. Your

ISP will not know that you are visiting Facebook and

Facebook will not know your location, however,

Facebook will obviously know who you are if you log

in. Thus, a large part of anonymity is in your

control, if you don't share your personal

information, you will be safe. 

Another thing that can compromise with your

anonymity is the use of active content. JavaScript,

Java, Adobe Flash, QuickTime, Adobe Shockwave,

RealAudio, VBScript, Active X controls, etc. are all

active contents and binary application. What makes

binary applications different than others is that

they work as your user account and have permissions

to use your OS. What this means that they can access

everything that you as a user can. Adobe Flash and

Java work on the virtual machine. The virtual

machine can often ignore your configurations and

thus bypass Tor as well. These applications thus can

share your data and compromise your privacy. This is

why it is always advised to disable these active

components while using Tor.

The Tor Browser, which is a modified version of

Mozilla Firefox, is already configured to block all

the risks that can hamper your privacy and

anonymity. All the technologies mentioned above are

disabled in the Tor Browser. It also comes with

various extensions like Torbutton and NoScript thus

making it an extremely safe browser.



Is Tor a form of VPN? Should I use VPN instead of Tor?

Do not use VPN if you want to be completely

anonymous. If you want to hide the fact that you are

using Tor, it is recommended to use a private server

as a bridge.

What VPN does is that it encrypts the transfer

between the sender and the provider. Thus they are a

sort of proxy between the destination and the user.

But like proxies, VPNs too have a single point of

failure. A sophisticated hacker can attack the VPN

to get identity information related to the VPN.  VPN

provider can also be threatened to reveal the

identities of the user. Thus VPNs are subjective to

outside forces that can interfere with your privacy

and anonymity.

Tor is better than VPN because your IP address

changes almost every 10 minutes when you use it. It

becomes almost impossible for websites to form any

concrete profile using this data. As Tor uses three-

hop circuit with deep encryption, no relay has

enough information to reveal your identity or

details thus making it infinitely safer than using a

VPN.

Does Tor promote criminal activity? Can criminals use Tor to commit
crimes?

Yes, criminals can use Tor to commit crimes and no,

Tor does not support criminals. Tor was not made by

or made for criminals. Coming back to crime, as said

above yes, criminals can use Tor to commit crimes.

However, just look around you, criminals can use

anything to commit crimes. It will be childish to

assume that criminals do not use Surface Web to



organize their crimes.

Criminals have no moral obligation whatsoever;

hence, instead of using Tor they have a variety of

options to conduct their crimes. For instance, they

can use stolen phone and dispose of them later.

Criminals can also use malware, spyware, etc. to

control computer systems anywhere in the world. So,

yes criminals already have a lot of privacy. The aim

of Tor is to provide this anonymity to common people

as well.

It is necessary to understand that everything comes

with a good side and a bad side. Tor has a bad side

but so do other forms of Web. Hence, instead of

shutting down Tor or bad-mouthing it, it is

necessary to take action against these illegal

activities so that Tor stays safe. Remember, the

main motto of Tor is to provide common people with

anonymity.

Why some videos don’t work on Tor?

Nowadays many sites need extra plugins like Flash.

These plugins operate without the support of the

browser and hence are free to conduct activities on

your computer. This can compromise your privacy.

This compromise includes disregard of proxy

settings, accessing your IP address, storing

cookies, etc. To avoid this, the Tor bundle blocks

Flash plugins that in turn can mess up with video

playing ability of certain sites.

Can I use Chrome/Opera/ IE etc. with Tor?

The short answer to this question is no; you should

not use any third party browser with Tor. Right now,



it is not possible to use third party browsers with

Tor and get the same amount of protection as when

Tor Browser is used without any addition.

Why does my Google page come out in weird languages?

Google uses various services to give you a highly

personal browsing experience. To display results in

your local language, it often uses Geolocation.

Using your location, it determines which language

you probably use in your day-to-day life and

includes it in your search queries; however, as Tor

uses different relays, your IP address changes

rapidly. As Google uses your IP to determine your

location, Google often shows results in languages

that are different than yours. This is not a bug of

the Tor network; rather, it is a feature. It shows

that the system is working properly.

If you want to avoid this, you can use nation

specific sites such as Google.au, google.co.in etc.

Can/should I install my favorite Firefox extensions?

Tor is a Tor Browser is free software, and it is

open source so you can modify it and manipulate it

however you want. As it is just a modified version

of Firefox, you can add any extension or add-on that

is available for Firefox. However, I do not

recommend adding any extension to the browser as

often these can compromise your privacy. Many

browsers often do fingerprinting and can also bypass

proxies.

It is not necessary to download ad-blocker extension

as well. Tor provides you with sufficient security

and privacy, and it does not need any additional



support. These extensions can cause problems with

some sites that can break the network as well.

Hence, it is recommended to avoid any extension or

add-on. However, you can use your extensions of your

regular Firefox.



Conclusion

Thank you again for purchasing this book! 

I hope that the book has solved most of your queries

regarding the dark web and has perhaps dispelled

most of the myths associated with it. However, it is

still necessary to understand that the Dark Web and

Tor network are dangerous places and should be used

with proper care.

Although I have mentioned many sites in the book

that deal with illegal trades, it is not my

intention to promote any illicit activity. The links

have only been provided for your information, and I

do not recommend using the marketplaces to buy

illegal goods.

Do follow all the instruction given in the book

carefully to avoid any mishaps. Remember, your

identity is sacred; protect and cherish it.

Finally, if you enjoyed this book, then I’d like to

ask you for a favor, would you be kind enough to

leave a review for this book on Amazon? It’d be

greatly appreciated!

Click here to leave a review for this book on

Amazon!
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